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1. HURRICANE DORIAN:
   Military ignored Trump's map, found 'safe haven' in Ala.
   As President Trump was falsely asserting that Hurricane Dorian could strike Alabama, the U.S. military was setting up a hurricane logistics base in the state's capital, calling it a "safe haven" from the destructive winds and storm surges.
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   Senate appropriator wants Balash ethics filings
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   2 veteran lawmakers announce retirement
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   Former Obama aide joins House climate committee
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9. ENDANGERED SPECIES:
   Yellowstone-area bison denied protected status
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    Interior sends matching grants to states
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    Storm rakes Southeast coast with strong wind, rain
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    Nev. panel upholds water permit for huge open-pit project
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    Judge scraps another environmental waiver fight
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    Lawsuit seeks to stop northern Idaho logging project
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    Environmentalists want N.M. uranium project blocked
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17. PENTAGON:
    EPA reaches hazardous-waste settlement with Alaska base
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18. NORTH DAKOTA:
    2015 spill could top 1M gallons, regulator says

19. ARIZONA:
    State bans hunting contests for killing wildlife predators
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20. CANADA:
    Black bear kills Minn. woman in rare attack

21. BOLIVIA:
    Conservation group: Fires ravaged big cat habitat

22. MEXICO:
    Fernand dissipates inland after hitting Gulf coast
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